
Chapter 1Stable ontroller oeÆientperturbation in oatingpoint implementationJun WuNational Key Laboratory of Industrial Control TehnologyInstitute of Advaned Proess ControlZhejiang UniversityHangzhou 310027P. R. Chinajwu�iip.zju.edu.nSheng ChenDepartment of Eletronis and Computer SieneUniversity of Southampton, High�eldSouthampton SO17 1BJUnited Kingdomsq�es.soton.a.uk1.1 Desription of the problemFor real matrix X = [xij ℄, denotekXkmax = maxi;j jxij j: (1.1)For real matries X = [xij ℄ and Y = [yij ℄ of the same dimension, denote theHadamard produt of X and Y asX ÆY = [xijyij ℄: (1.2)1



2 CHAPTER 1. STABLE COEFFICIENT PERTURBATIONA square real matrix is said to be stable if its eigenvalues are all in the interiorof the unit dis.Consider a stable disrete-time losed-loop ontrol system, onsisting of alinear time invariant plant P (z) and a digital ontroller C(z). The plant modelP (z) is assumed to be stritly proper with a state-spae desription� xP (k + 1) = APxP (k) +BPu(k)y(k) = CPxP (k) (1.3)where AP 2 Rm�m, BP 2 Rm�l and CP 2 Rq�m. The ontroller C(z) isdesribed by � xC(k + 1) = ACxC(k) +BCy(k)u(k) = CCxC(k) +DCy(k) (1.4)where AC 2 Rn�n, BC 2 Rn�q , CC 2 Rl�n and DC 2 Rl�q . It an be showneasily that the transition matrix of the losed-loop system isA = � AP +BPDCCP BPCCBCCP AC � 2 R(m+n)�(m+n): (1.5)It is well known that a disrete-time losed-loop system is stable if and only ifits transition matrix is stable. Sine the losed-loop system, onsisting of (1.3)and (1.4), is designed to be stable, A is stable. LetB = � BP 00 I � 2 R(m+n)�(l+n); (1.6)C = � CP 00 I � 2 R(q+n)�(m+n); (1.7)W = � DC CCBC AC � 2 R(l+n)�(q+n); (1.8)where 0 and I denote the zero and identity matries of appropriate dimensions,respetively. De�ne the setS = f� :� 2 R(l+n)�(q+n);A+B(W Æ�)C is stableg (1.9)and further de�ne� = inffk�kmax :� 2 R(l+n)�(q+n);� 62 Sg: (1.10)The open problem is: alulate the value of �.1.2 Motivation of the problemThe lassial digital ontroller design methodology often assumes that the on-troller is implemented exatly, even though in reality a ontrol law an onlybe realized with a digital proessor of �nite word length (FWL). It may seem



1.2. MOTIVATION OF THE PROBLEM 3that the unertainty resulting from �nite-preision omputing of the digital on-troller is so small, ompared to the unertainty within the plant, suh thatthis ontroller \unertainty" an simply be ignored. Inreasingly, however, re-searhers have realized that this is not neessarily the ase. Due to the FWLe�et, a asual ontroller implementation may degrade the designed losed-loopperformane or even destabilize the designed stable losed-loop system, if theontroller implementation struture is not arefully hosen [1, 2℄.With dereasing in prie and inreasing in availability, the use of oating-point proessors in ontroller implementations has inreased dramatially. Whena real number x is implemented in a oating-point format, it is perturbed tox(1 + Æ) with jÆj < �, where � is the maximum round-o� error of the oating-point representation [3℄. It an be seen that the perturbation resulting from�nite-preision oating-point arithmeti is multipliative.For the losed-loop system desribed in setion 1.1, when C(z) is imple-mented in �nite-preision oating-point format, the ontroller realizationW isperturbed to W+W Æ�. Eah element of � is bounded by ��, that is,k�kmax < �: (1.11)With the perturbation �, the transition matrix of the losed-loop system be-omes A + B(W Æ�)C. If an eigenvalue of A + B(W Æ�)C is outside theopen unit dis, the losed-loop system, designed to be stable, beomes unstablewith the FWL oating-point implemented W.It is therefore ritial to know the ability of the losed-loop stability totolerate the oeÆient perturbation � in W resulted from �nite-preision im-plementation. This means that we would like to know the largest \ube" in theperturbation spae, within whih the losed-loop system remains stable. Themeasure � de�ned in (1.10) gives the exat size of the largest \stable pertur-bation ube" for W. If the value of � an be omputed, it beomes a simplematter to hek whetherW is \robust" to FWL errors, beauseA+B(WÆ�)Cremains stable when � > �.Furthermore,W or (AC ;BC ;CC ;DC) is a realization of the ontroller C(z).The realizations of C(z) are not unique. Di�erent realizations are all equivalentif they are implemented in in�nite preision. In fat, if (A0C ;B0C ;C0C ;D0C) is arealization of C(z), all the realizations of C(z) form a setSC = �W :W = � I 00 T�1 �� D0C C0CB0C A0C � � I 00 T �� (1.12)where the transformation matrix T 2 Rn�n is an arbitrary non-singular matrix.A useful observation is that di�erentW have di�erent values of �. Provided thatthe value of � is omputationally tratable, an optimal realization of C(z), whihhas a maximum tolerane to FWL errors, an be obtained via optimization.The open problem de�ned in setion 1.1 was �rst seen in [3℄. At present, thereexists no available result. An approah to bypass the diÆulty in omputing � isto de�ne some approximate upper bound of � using a �rst-order approximation,whih is omputationally tratable (see [3℄).



4 CHAPTER 1. STABLE COEFFICIENT PERTURBATIONOne of the thorny items in the open problem is the Hadamard produtW Æ�. The form of strutured perturbation, whih was adopted in �-analysismethods [4℄, may be used to deal with this Hadamard produt: � an betransformed into a generalized perturbation ~� whih has ertain struture suhas blok-diagonal. The �xed matries ~A, ~B and ~C may be obtained suh thatthe stability of ~A+ ~B ~� ~C is equivalent to that of A+B(W Æ�)C. Althoughthe stability of ~A+ ~B ~� ~C an be treated satisfatorily by �-analysis methods,the open problem annot be solved suessfully by �-analysis methods. Thisis beause �-analysis methods are onerned about the maximal singular value�( ~�) of ~�. In fat, the distane between �( ~�) and k�kmax an be quite large,and k�kmax is the other thorny item whih makes the open problem diÆult.AknowledgementsThe authors gratefully aknowledge the support of the United Kingdom RoyalSoiety under a KC Wong fellowship (RL/ART/CN/XFI/KCW/11949). JunWu wishes to thank the support of the National Natural Siene Foundation ofChina under Grant 60174026 and the Sienti� Researh Foundation for the Re-turned Overseas Chinese Sholars of Zhejiang provine under Grant J20020546.
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